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mind game is a private non-bittorrent tracker for movies & tv shows. similar to btjunkie, the site has a user-friendly interface that makes it easy to browse through the huge library of titles. content is divided into
3 main categories: tv shows, movies, and music. right from the search bar, you can filter your results by genre, type of show, or even country. good selection. and in this beta version, they still have a quite

efficient search feature. mind game is a free web-based torrent site for the french users. it offers tons of tv, music, and films torrents. besides, you can view the movie descriptions, imdb rating, poster frame,
and more. the site is very easy to navigate and manage and is compatible with all the devices. my version is it is the best private tracker for movies in france. although some categories are not available, you get
a good amount of movies when you search for your desired stuff. torrent hd and sd quality are included. excellent job that you and your team. note to self, i'll be back. thanks. a+++ buono!!! " mind game is a
web-based private tracker that supports magnet links. the site has a clean and minimal design and allows its users to connect their accounts with the social networking platforms such as facebook, twitter, and

vk. besides, the contents posted are rated and categorized for your easy browsing. the search engine helps to filter the torrents you want. a great torrent site for tvshows. mindgame is a specialized tracker that
allows users to search for torrents with various selection criteria based on genre, type of show, country, and other options. the site is best for those who have a lot of time and passion to dig for torrents. mind

game is compatible with windows, mac os, and linux.
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